
All Are Welcome!      Class Overview“Test-scores drive Life in America”
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How-to Raise Your
Test-Scores by

bringing the
‘Right’ Brain on-line

3 classes at 50 minutes each on alternating
weekdays = 3 hours of class time

(GRADES 6–14 AND ADULTS)

Almost all School and work-
required testing is data-based.

Standardized, data-based testing
measures reading competencies, short-
term memory skills, and innate test-
taking capabilities. Period.

Knowing how-to find the correct answer
in your memory banks, on-demand, can
easily add 12% to 16% to data-driven
test-scores (NAEP, ACT, SAT, Qualifica-
tion, Certification, etc.).

Three years into your career path —
knowing how-to take a test — may be
more valuable for expanding your
career-based options and opportuni-
ties than your college degrees. Three
1-hour classes can add tangible, useful
value to your work-life, lifestyle and
financial security.

These three classes will cover the
“least students need to know” to add
12% to 16% to their data-based test-
scores by acquiring an on-demand
“test-oriented Mind-set”.

Bringing the
‘Right’ Brain on-line

Develop a mind-set that recalls answers
to test questions from your Brain’s
memory banks. Improving “on-demand
recall” starts by mimicking your Brain’s
filing system. It’s all about Physiology.
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Building Context
“How to raise your test-scores by bringing the ‘Right’
Brain on-line” answers the following: How to improve your
capabilities to recall-on-demand and have more recorded
knowledge to demand from.

Optimizing your
test-scores

Learning how-to follow the procedures
for optimizing a test-taking Mind-set,
while taking data-based written tests.
Become a “Contender” by scoring well.
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Upgrading your
testing skills

Data-based Testing is a “Game”. In
order to win you need to know why you
are playing the game, the skills required,
the rules and how to score.
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You know more than you think you know.

• Middle School Students
• High School Students
• Community College Students
• University Students
• Adults seeking Qualification
• Adults seeking Certification

Students who complete
“How-to raise your test-
scores by bringing the
‘Right’ Brain on-line”, and
are awarded a Certified Test-
taker Certificate, are eligible
to contact —

DDJohn@Adaptability.guru
 — a FREE Q&A Email
Service regarding data-based
test-taking issues, and/or —

Set up an Adaptability Club
and register it with Scholastic
Engineering, and receive
special, member’s choice,
single-topic
Skyped sessions.
Some are free.
Some are not.

Bonus

Add “horse-power” to your persona.


